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Blackbody-radiation-induced resonances between Rydberg-Stark states of Na

E. J. Galvez, C. W. MacGregor,* B. Chaudhuri,† and S. Gupta
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~Received 5 November 1996!

We report on measurements of the population of Rydberg states of Na in a constant electric field that result
when 300-K blackbody radiation induces transitions from initial states withumu50,1 to neighboring states. Our
measurements included comprehensive ranges of initial states (ni*524–29!, repopulation times (td50–50
ms!, and fields (Fs5175–712 V/cm!. We find that the population is redistributed nonuniformly among states
neighboring the initial state, reflective of sharp resonances between the states. By comparing calculations of
transition probabilities in Na to the data forFs5200 V/cm we were able to identify the populated states.
Comparisons with calculations in H reveal that these resonances are hydrogenic.@S1050-2947~97!05704-1#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Rm, 32.70.Cs, 32.60.1i
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopy of Rydberg states in electric fields has b
one of the most important techniques to study the Stark
fect. For fields below the saddle point, landmark spectr
copy experiments by Kleppner and co-workers@1# exposed
the rich Stark structures of nonhydrogenic atoms and t
striking departures from the hydrogen structure effected
the ionic core. For fields above the saddle point, struct
was found for energies up to and above the zero-energy l
@2#, revealing the physics of a regime where the applied fi
is as strong as the Coulomb field. More recently, ‘‘scale
energy’’ spectroscopy experiments~i.e., tuning photon en-
ergy and field simultaneously! at medium-strength fields
@3,4# have found structure that agrees remarkably well w
calculations of the periodic orbits of the classical syste
which exhibits core-induced chaos@4#. However, since the
initial states of these and most other previous photoabs
tion spectroscopy experiments were low-lying states, t
tested the behavior of the Rydberg-Stark wave functions n
the origin. For low fields the line intensities in the spec
can be explained by projecting of the Rydberg-Stark wa
functions to zero-field angular momentum eigenstates if
initial state is well described in terms of the spherical ba
~see, for example, Ref.@5#!. An exception to this is the work
in H @6,7#, where the lower states weren510,11 extremal
parabolic Stark states. For high fields, above the saddle-p
thresholds, the spectra have been explained in terms o
cillator strength densities@8#. Spectroscopic studies o
nearby Rydberg-Rydberg transitions in electric fields, ho
ever, have not been possible because of the lack of br
range far infrared sources. These latter studies could b
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important testing ground for theoretical Stark-effect calcu
tions @9#.

In this article we report a type of experiment to stu
transitions between low-umu Rydberg-Stark states of Na i
electric fields. The transitions included wavelengths fro
;0.06 mm to;1 mm. To our knowledge, this is the firs
type of experiment to cover such wide spectra in this wa
length range. In terms of the effective principal quantu
number, defined asn*51/A22E, whereE is the energy
given in atomic units~1 a.u.52.19469383105 cm21 for
Na!, they corresponded to transitions from sayni*;26 to
nf*5ni*1Dn* for uDn* u;1210. We use a natural broad
band source: 300-K blackbody radiation~BBR!. This source
is particularly useful because its spectrum is broad and w
known. Spectroscopic plots of the data as a function ofn*
were possible using the selective field ionization~SFI! detec-
tion technique. Two effects allowed us to lessen the stand
limitations that SFI has when detecting field-free stat
Large avoided crossings between low-umu Stark states in
combination with low SFI slew rates prevented the sta
from acquiring significant energy shifts during SFI detectio
and thus ionizing at or near their saddle-point fields. T
allowed us, as will be shown below, to do Rydberg-Rydbe
spectroscopy using SFI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Our experimental setup has been described in detail
lier @10#. Briefly, we excite Na atoms in an effusive atom
beam in the presence of a static electric fieldFs to Rydberg
states in the rangen524–29. The fieldFs was above the
value where adjacent Stark manifolds withn.24 merge.
The excitation was done in two steps using 5-ns-long~full
width at half maximum! p-polarized laser pulses, via th
3p3/2 intermediate state. The atoms were excited tom50
and umu51 Stark states because of fine structure mixing
thesem sublevels in the intermediate state. The bandwidth
the laser light was of about 10 GHz. For the case discus
in detail below, whereFs5200 V/cm, Na atoms were ex
cited to individual sameumu states near the middle of th
manifolds (ni* is an integer! and two or three sameumu states

r-

h-
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55 3003BLACKBODY-RADIATION-INDUCED RESONANCES . . .
where the manifolds merge (ni* is a half integer!. This can
be seen in the energy-level structure of Na of Fig. 1.

Once the atoms were excited, blackbody radiation fr
the environment in the vacuum chamber~i.e., with a tem-
peratureT5300 K! induced transitions between the state
While continuous, the BBR energy density dropped sign
cantly for the range of transitions withuDn* u,1, making
our results not very sensitive to them. It was not worthwh
doing more elaborate experiments at greater temperat
since the BBR energy density at the corresponding frequ
cies modestly increased withT.

A time td after excitation the atoms were detected us
selective field ionization, with a low-slew-rate@;200 V/~cm
ms!# linearly rising electric fieldFi , which varied fromFs to
Fh;1000 V/cm. We detected the electrons from the ioniz
atoms with an electron detector-multiplier, which consis
of two stacked microchannel plates and a 50-V impedance
matched anode. Secondary electron emission@11# from the
lower plate of the detector was not an important effect for
range ofn studied here. The signals were recorded with
500-MHz digital oscilloscope~HP model 54522! with an ef-
fective vertical resolution of 10 bits. Typical scans were
average of 256 single-shot traces of the oscilloscope.

The field ionization of the states proceeded through a
batic paths for our slew rates. As mentioned earlier, since
detected states did not experience significant energy shif
the ionizing field increased, the ‘‘center’’ of the ionizatio
signal appeared at timestSFI}Fi}(n* )

24, measured from
the beginning of the rise of the field. This enabled us to p
our data as a function of the value ofn* of the populated
state, and thus obtain a direct measurement of the pop

FIG. 1. Stark map ofm50 states~solid lines! andumu51 states
~dotted lines! of Na in the region where we performed the expe
ments atFs5200 V/cm. The two full circles mark the initial state
for the two cases discussed in the text. The boxes surrounding
circles have a horizontal dimension representing the uncertain
the field, and a vertical dimension representing the laser linewi
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tions of the states. This is in contrast to the case of field f
states, where large and different energy shifts produced
the ionizing field preclude an unambiguous transformation
the temporal scale of the signals to one in terms ofn*
(5n2d, whered is the quantum defect!.

We transformed the experimental~temporal! scale ton*
using the relationn*5(AtSFI

2 1BtSFI1C)21/4/2, whereA,
B, andC where obtained from a fit to a set of measureme
of tSFI(n* ) for n*524,24.5,. . . ,35. This amounted to as
suming a nearly linear relation betweentSFI(n* ) and
F(n* )51/@16(n* )4#. Put in terms ofn* , the residuals of the
fit had a standard deviation of 0.09. In addition, the sig
from any state exhibited in general more than one peak
effect that is caused by the dynamics of the ionization p
cess@12–14#, and one that ultimately limits the resolution o
low-slew-rate SFI. In terms ofn* , the average width of the
signal of the excited states was measured to be 0.31 wi
standard deviation of 0.06. We used the center of each st
ture for the value oftSFI(n* ). With this method we were
therefore able to distinguishunambiguouslybetween the sig-
nals of Stark states that were separated byuDn* u.0.4. This
is the best resolution obtained with SFI for such a wide a
continuous range ofumu50,1 states.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have performed measurements of the popula
transfers between adjacent Rydberg states for the follow
parameter ranges:ni524229, td50250 ms, and
Fs51752712 V/cm. The generic behavior was that astd
was increased BBR induced transitions to a number of st
that was small compared to the total number of chann
available. When comparing the spectra for different init
statesni and ni8, with uni2ni8u;p, we found similarities
whenp is an integer, and substantial~and largest! differences
whenp is a half integer. The resonance-rich character of
spectra did not change asFs was varied from fields where
adjacent manifolds merged to fields just below the ionizat
thresholds of the initial states.

Here we show data taken atFs5200 V/cm for two dis-
tinct cases that are representative of the larger data set
we took. They involve the cases where the initial states w
in regions with either minimal or maximal apparent sta
mixing. In order to compare these results with theoreti
calculations we chosetd530 ms. This time represented
compromise between allowing BBR enough time to popul
significantly a large number of states, and avoiding multis
population redistribution@10#.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show plots of the data and calcu
tions for initial states in the ‘‘purer’’ (ni*526.00) and
‘‘mixed’’ ( ni*526.52) regions of the Stark map of Fig. 1
respectively. The horizontal scale of Figs. 2 and 3 gives
value of n* of the (umu50 or 1! state being detected, ob
tained as discussed above. The signals of states
umu>2, populated by BBR-induced transitions, could not
resolved because atoms in those states followed partia
fully diabatic routes towards ionization with our slew rate
Previous studies@15# have shown that such signals contri
ute to a broad background. We believe that most of the ba
ground seen in Figs. 2 and 3 is caused by the unreso
signals of theumu52 states. Accurate modeling of the pop
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3004 55E. J. GALVEZet al.
lations of these states is very difficult and hard to check.
Concentrating on the data of Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!, we see

that the largest signal comes from the initial states, w
ni*526.00,26.52, respectively. Adjacent to the initial sta
are well defined and reproducible peaks representing
population of~mostly upper! neighboring states populated b
BBR-induced transitions. The signal drops forn*;35 due to
ionization by the static fieldFs . We did not see any evidenc
of collisional transfers: the data did not change when
lowered the atomic beam density by as much as an orde
magnitude.

In the limit where the lifetimes of the initial and fina
states are the same, and for times short enough that mult
transitions are negligible, the growth of the signal of a fin
state is proportional to the transition probability from t
initial state. In an effort to understand the data we have d
calculations of the BBR-induced transition probabilities fro
the initial states to all final states aimed at identifying t
states that produce the experimental signal. These calc
tions consisted of calculating the matrix elements betw
all the eigenstates, and computing the spontaneous an
duced transition probabilities~using the 300-K BBR distri-
bution!. The calculations followed a numerical solution
the Stark problem using the method of Ref.@1# for
Fs5200 V/cm, using the basis of states fromn521 to
n534, for bothm50 andumu51 cases. While these calcu
lations do not fully explain the populations, as discussed
low, they serve to identify the states that would be popula

FIG. 2. ~a! Experimental data for the caseni*526.00 at 200
V/cm, andtd530ms; ~b! total transition probabilitiesGT ~see text!
from the initial states to all final states convoluted with an expe
mental width ~for Na!; ~c! transition probabilitiesG00 in Na; ~d!
transition probabilities G00 in H when the initial state is
@26,13,12,0#.
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by one-step transitions from the initial state.
In Figs. 2~b! and 3~b! we show an approximate modelin

of the experimental data consisting of the sum of the tran
tion probabilities

GT~n* !52@G00~n* !1G01~n* !#/31@G10~n* !1G11~n* !#/3,
~1!

whereG i j (n* ) is the total transition probability~spontaneous
plus BBR induced! from state umu5 i to the state with
umu5 j atn* , convoluted with an empirically determined ex
perimental width. The weight of the probabilities are t
squares of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients correspondin
the expansion of the 3p3/2(mj51/2) state in terms of the
ml substates~denoted here by ‘‘m’’ ! @16#. This assumes tha
them50 andumu51 states are degenerate within the ban
width of the laser beam. Within the resolution of SFI we s
good agreement in the positions of the peaks in the data
calculations. This is especially true for the case of Fig.
where the population is redistributed to a larger number
states than for the case of Fig. 2, as discussed below. In F
2~c! and 3~c! we show the results of individual calculation
for them50→m50 case.

We can understand the main features of the distribution
transition probabilities in terms of hydrogenic transitio
matrix elements. It is well known that hydrogen matrix el
ments between Stark states are non-negligible when the p
bolic quantum numbers (n1 or n2) change by an amount tha

-

FIG. 3. ~a! Experimental data for the caseni*526.52 at 200
V/cm, andtd530ms; ~b! total transition probabilitiesGT ~see text!
from the initial states to all final states convoluted with an expe
mental width ~for Na!; ~c! transition probabilitiesG00 in Na; ~d!
transition probabilitiesG00 in H for the case where the initial state
are @26,22,3,0# ~triangles! and @27,5,21,0# ~inverted triangles!.
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is nearly the change in the principal quantum number for
transition ~e.g., @n,n1 ,n2 ,m#→@n6p,n16p,n2 ,m# if
n1@n2 and→@n6p,n1 ,n26p,m# if n1!n2) @7,17,18#. An
alternative way to put it is that matrix elements will be lar
est between states with similar values of (n12n2)/n. This
propensity rule can be understood qualitatively by analyz
the spatial probability distribution of the hydrogenic wa
functions; the states with low values of sayn1 have probabil-
ity distributions concentrated at one side of the nucleus w
the converse is true for high values ofn1. Therefore, only
wave functions with significant spatial overlap will hav
non-negligible matrix elements.

For the case of Fig. 2, the initial state can be roug
associated with the@26,13,12,0# parabolic hydrogenic state
labeled asp in Fig. 4. Transition probabilities fromp are
highest to states p15~@27,13,13,0#, @27,14,12,0#!,
p25~@28,13,14,0#, @28,15,12,0#!, p35~@29,13,15,0#,
@29,14,14,0#, @29,15,13,0#, @29,16,12,0#!, and
p45~@30,14,15,0#, @30,16,13,0#, @30,17,12,0#!, shown~in or-
der of ascending energy! in Fig. 4. These states are th
maxima in Fig. 2~d!. In addition, the positions of the hydro
genic probabilities in Fig. 2~d! were taken from the value o
n* that they have at 200 V/cm. We can see remarkable s
larities between the calculated probabilities of Na and H.

The signals and calculations of Fig. 3 reveal much m
complexity than those of Fig. 2. However, in similar way
the data and calculations agree well, and all the peaks ca
understood in terms of hydrogenic transitions. The most
portant features of Fig. 3 are the two peaks atn*;27.4 and
27.7, the three peaks atn*;28.3, 28.8, and 29.2, and th
single peak atn;30. In this case the initial state, a
n*526.52, can be approximated by a mixture of the ‘‘blue
~upper going! @26,22,3,0# hydrogenic state~labeled ‘‘b’’ in

FIG. 4. Simplified energy level structure in H, showing the in
tial state p5@26,13,12,0# at 200 V/cm, and neighboring state
pi ’s to whichG00 are the highest.
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Fig. 5!, and the ‘‘red’’ ~lower going! @27,5,21,0# hydrogenic
state~labeled ‘‘r ’’ in Fig. 5!. The largest transition probabili
ties from stateb are to statesb15~@27,22,4,0#, @27,23,3,0#!,
b25 @28,25,2,0# andb35 @29,25,3,0# @triangles in Fig. 3~d!
and dash-dotted lines in Fig. 5#. Similarly, state
r5@27,5,21,0# has large transition probabilities to stat
r 15~@28,5,22,0#, @28,6,21,0#!, r 25~@29,5,23,0#, @29,6,22,0#!,
r 35 @30,5,24,0#, and r 45 @31,5,25,0# @inverted triangles in
Fig. 3~d! and dashed lines in Fig. 5#. Referring to Fig. 5, it
can be seen that while statesb and r have the same energy
with n*;26.5 at 200 V/cm, the red and blue states in t
next higher manifold to which transitions occur do not ha
the same energies at 200 V/cm@i.e., n* (r 1);27.4 and
n* (b1);27.7#, producing the two observed peaks. Sim
larly, the red and blue states two manifolds above are e
more separated in energy at 200 V/cm@n* (r 2);28.3 and
n* (b2);28.8#. Since the Stark manifolds overlap more f
highern, the red state of then530 manifold,r 3, is near the
above-mentioned states, atn* (r 3);29.1. Therefore the three
peaks correspond to the signal of statesr 2, b2, and r 3. Fi-
nally, r 4 andb3 have an accidental degeneracy at 200 V/c
producing the peak atn*;30. Similarly to the previous case
the qualitative agreement in them50→m50 probabilities
for Na and H is good.

A more accurate modeling of them50,1 populations in-
volves accounting for multistep transitions and radiative
cay, which is done by solving the corresponding set
coupled rate equations@10#. The most challenging aspect o
this is the calculation of radiative lifetimes for all the stat
involved. The challenge though is not so much theoreti
but computational. Clearly, the method of Ref.@1# is very

FIG. 5. Simplified energy level structure in H, showing the in
tial hydrogenic states:b5@26,22,3,0# ~blue! and r5@27,5,21,0#
~red! that haven*;26.52 at 200 V/cm, and the states to which t
probabilities are the highest:bi ’s for the blue case~dash-dotted
lines!, andr i ’s for the red case~dashed lines!.
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3006 55E. J. GALVEZet al.
cumbersome and inefficient for this type of calculation, a
new more direct ways to calculate the wave functions nee
be developed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we report of a type of experiment to stu
Rydberg-Rydberg transitions in the presence of an elec
field. Our results, which show abundant structure, are
plained qualitatively by calculations in Na, but more stri
ingly, by calculations in H. This suggests that the Stark wa
functions in Na are very similar to those in H. Taking th
into consideration may enable easy production of new ty
of Rydberg wave packets by exciting suitable init
Rydberg-Stark states of Na with terahertz pulses@19#. While
these results are not of the quality of conventional spect
copy, they are excellent in terms of SFI being used a
spectroscopic tool in this difficult-to-access spectral regim
n,
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Experiments with higher spectroscopic resolution will ha
to use more elaborate detection methods. One such me
could consist of ‘‘dumping’’ the population of individua
Stark states, via stimulated emission using a tunable lase
a lower state such as 4s, and detecting either the latter state
fluorescence cascades or the loss of SFI signal. Finally
will be interesting to investigate if these types of transitio
in heavier alkali-metal atoms, where core effects are m
important, can also be explained in terms of hydrogenic tr
sitions.
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